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• Features

• Details

Dive

Available for all underwater activities, such as scuba and free diving
Smartphone waterproof caseD20 

moc.sulpcapmkorea@moc.sulpcapm.www

- Underwater screen touch up to 40m

- Take photos and video, listen to music underwater

- International approval of IPX8(200m/2h)

- Uses for scuba diving, free diving and etc.

- Compatible with all smartphones under 5.9 inches in length

- Providing a position holder pad for a smartphone

- Red filter: Camera color correction when shooting
                      under 3m underwater

- Neck strap: TPU material does not absorb water,
                         providing a comfortable fit

Manufacturing country South Korea

TPUMaterial

Manufacturer mpacplus Co., Ltd.

Black Blue PinkWhite

D20

Size 105 X 202 X 12mm

Weight 101g

inch

IPX8

�.�
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• Features

• Details

Dive

Available for all underwater activities, such as scuba and free diving
Smartphone waterproof caseD30 

moc.sulpcapmmoc.sulpcapm.www korea@

TPU

Black Blue

D30

117 X 220 X 12mm

130g

IPX8
- Underwater screen touch up to 40m

- Take photos and video, listen to music underwater

- International approval of IPX8(200m/2h)

- Uses for scuba diving, free diving and etc.

- Compatible with all smartphones under 6.5 inches in length

- Providing a position holder pad for a smartphone

- Red filter: Camera color correction when shooting
                      under 3m underwater

- Neck strap: TPU material does not absorb water,
                         providing a comfortable fit

Manufacturing country South Korea

Material

Manufacturer mpacplus Co., Ltd.

Size

Weight

inch
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• Features

• Details

Dive

Available for all underwater activities such as snorkeling, leisure and water sports
Smartphone waterproof caseS20

moc.sulpcapmmoc.sulpcapm.www korea@

Snorkel

PVC

S20

117 X 210 X 12mm

65g

WhiteBlack Navy Sky blue Pink

IP�� 
- Underwater screen touch up to 5m

- Take photos and video, listen to music underwater

- International approval IP68(500m/72h)

- Uses for snorkeling, swimming and etc.

- Compatible with all smartphones under 6.5 inches in length

- Built-in airbag system uses buoyancy to prevent
   smartphone loss underwater

- Providing a position holder pad for a smartphone

- Neck strap: TPU material does not absorb water,
                         providing a comfortable fit

Manufacturing country South Korea

Material

Manufacturer mpacplus Co., Ltd.

Size

Weight
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• Features

• Details

Dive

Available in all water activity such as swimming, outdoor sports
Smartphone waterproof caseC20

moc.sulpcapmmoc.sulpcapm.www korea@

Classic

PVC

C20

117 X 210 X 12mm

41g

Black White

IP�� 

inch

- Credit card holding function by a card pocket

- International approval of IPX8(100m/2h)

- Water activities, leisure sports, travel and etc.

- Compatible with all smartphones under 6.5 inches in length

- Providing a position holder pad for a smartphone

- Neck strap: TPU material does not absorb water,
                         providing a comfortable fit

Manufacturing country South Korea

Material

Manufacturer mpacplus Co., Ltd.

Size

Weight
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• Features

• Details

Available in all water activity such as swimming, outdoor sports
Smartphone waterproof caseSM20

moc.sulpcapmmoc.sulpcapm.www korea@

- Credit card holding function by a card pocket

- International approval of IPX8(100m/2h)

- Uses for water activities, leisure sports, travel and etc.

- Compatible with all smartphones under 6.5 inches in length

- Neck strap: TPU material does not absorb water,
                         providing a comfortable fit

PVC

SM20

117 X 220 X 12mm

IP�� 

inch

Beach Balloon Friends

Sesame

Manufacturing country South Korea

Material

Manufacturer mpacplus Co., Ltd.

Size

Weight 41g
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• Features

• Details

Available in all water activity such as swimming, outdoor sports
Multipurpose waterproof caseB50 B80

moc.sulpcapmmoc.sulpcapm.www korea@

Multipurpose

IP�� 

safety
storing

PVC

B80B50

200 X 185 X 12mm

74g

200 X 265 X 12mm

88g

Black White

B80

B50

- Safely storing of belongings such as passports,
   cosmetics, smartphone, wallet etc.

- International approval IP68(10m/3h)

- Usable for swimming, leisure activity, travel etc.

- Neck strap: TPU material does not absorb water,
                         providing a comfortable fit

- Two size, big capacity

Manufacturing country South Korea

Material

Manufacturer mpacplus Co., Ltd.

Size

Weight
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• Features

• Details

Dive

Available for all outdoor activities such as swimming pools, boats and camping
Dailylife waterproof drybagDB10

moc.sulpcapmmoc.sulpcapm.www korea@

Drybag

Put your belongings

and fold the entrance

tightly 3 to 4 times

Combine buckles

on both sides

PVC

DB10

200 X 370mm

158g

• How to use

- Waterproof function for daily life

- Big Capacity: 10L

- Weight: 158g, It is the lightest of similar products

- Roll-Close type for easy opening and closing

- High-end PVC materials

- Use: swimming, leisure, travel, daily life

Manufacturing country South Korea

Material

Manufacturer mpacplus Co., Ltd.

Size

Weight

WhiteBlack Navy Sky blue Pink

4 times
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• Features

• Details

Dive

Available for all outdoor activities such as swimming pools, boats and camping
Dailylife waterproof drybagDB20

moc.sulpcapmkorea@moc.sulpcapm.www

Put your belongings

and fold the entrance

tightly 3 to 4 times

Combine buckles

on both sides

South Korea

PVC

mpacplus Co., Ltd.

DB20

250 X 450mm

205g

YellowBlack Navy

• How to use

- Waterproof function for daily life

- Big Capacity: 20L

- Strong D-ring and shoulder strap

- Roll-Close type for easy opening and closing

- High-end PVC materials

- Use: swimming, leisure, travel, daily life

Drybag

Manufacturing country

Material

Manufacturer

Size

Weight
4 times
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• Features

• Details

Dive

Available for all outdoor activities such as swimming pools, boats and camping
Dailylife waterproof drybagDB03L·DB06L

moc.sulpcapmmoc.sulpcapm.www korea@

PVC

DB06LDB03L

220 X 290 X 130mm

106g

260 X 310 X 16mm

182g

- Waterproof function for daily life

- Two size(3L, 6L)

- Flat type: simple & trendy design

- Roll-Close type for easy opening and closing

- High-end PVC materials

- Use: swimming, leisure, travel, daily life etc.

NavyPink3L : 6L : Black Sky blue

Put your belongings

and fold the entrance

tightly 3 to 4 times

Combine buckles

on both sides

• How to use

4 times

Manufacturing country South Korea

Material

Manufacturer mpacplus Co., Ltd.

Size

Weight

Drybag
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• Features

• Details

Dive

���% waterproof, Useful product for safety swimming
Waterproof bag&Emergency tubeDB03R 06R 09R

moc.sulpcapmmoc.sulpcapm.www korea@

369

250 X 402 mm

144g

DB03R DB06R

300 X 457 mm

205g

DB09R

300 X 552 mm

223g

WhiteBlack Pink Sky blue Orange Translucent

- International approval IPX8(10m/3h)

- Various size: 3L, 6L, 9L

- Flat type: simple & trendy design

- Good for camping, rafting, kayak and etc.

- In case of emergency tube and simple swim buoy

- Shoulder bag, cross bag, backpack, tote bag

- Wrinkleless and soft eco-friendly material

- KC Certificate(safety test for kid from hazardous substances)

Manufacturing country South Korea

Material

Manufacturer mpacplus Co., Ltd.

Size

Weight

PVC

10m waterproof test completed

International approval
of IPX8

Depth 10M/3H
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• Features

• Details

Dive

���% waterproof, Useful product for water sports
Waterproof bag&Rescue tubeBT10

moc.sulpcapmmoc.sulpcapm.www korea@

Rescue

TPU

Orange Blue

BT10

300 X 600mm

330g

- International approval IPX8(100m/2h)

- Safety Certification of KC for water activities goods

- Big capacity: 10L

- TPU material with good tension and rigidity

- Usable as ”Swim Buoy” for swimming

- Usable as ”Safety Buoy” for scuba and free diving

- Usable as “Rescue Tube” in case of emergency

- Air chamber space patented technology allow rapid
   air filling of the bag without mouth air blowing

- Air inlet installation for air replenishment

- Excellent fit with 3-point belt that can be used as
   shoulder or waistband

- Securing safety at night by attaching phosphorescent film

Manufacturing country

Material

Manufacturer

Size

Weight

South Korea

mpacplus Co., Ltd.

100m waterproof test completed

International approval
of IPX8

Depth 100M/3H
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• Features

• Details

Dive

Body cooling wrap wearable on neck
Neck cooling tubeB18

moc.sulpcapmkorea@moc.sulpcapm.www

Ice Ring

TPU, Refrigerant

B18

148 X 170 X 20mm

135g

- Body cooling wrap wearable on neck

- Use German refrigerant that freezes below 18°C

- Patent technology designed comfortable and fit around the neck

- No worry abouh skin necrosis by maintaning
   optimal cooling temperature

- No condensation and moisture on the tube surface

- Cooling time(in iced water: about 10 minutes,
   in freezer: about 20 minutes)

- Usage: all outdoor sports&activiteis, workers in hot weather,

   relief for hot flashes or fever

Blue

Manufacturing country

Material

Manufacturer

Size

Weight

South Korea

mpacplus Co., Ltd.
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• Details

Dive

Recovers high body temperature to normal
Cooling vestCV18  CV28

moc.sulpcapmKorea@moc.sulpcapm.www

Cooling vest

TPU, Refrigerant

CV18 CV28

One side: 245 X 200mm, String length: 500mm

600g

18℃ Black 28℃ Black

• Features

- No ice/water pack needed, Wearable easily with
   adjustable strap, convenient to use

- Usable repeatedly and semi-permanently

- With special PCM refrigerants that freeze
   under 18°C(64°F), 28°C(82°F)

- Always clean and hygienic and designed both for
   industrial and outdoors use

- Non-toxic TPU material->hypoallergenic and durable

- Immediate cooling effect and duration time:
   about 1.5 hours(18°C), 2.5 hours(28°C)

- Freezing time-> 18°C: about 8 minutes,
  28°C about 6 minutes(Based on ice water)

- Recommended for these people: Hospital staffs, field workers,
  farmer, cook, for leisure & in/out door sports activities, anyone who
  needs help dealing with hot

Manufacturing country

Material

Manufacturer

Size

Weight

South Korea

mpacplus Co., Ltd.
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• Details

Dive

Recovers high body temperature to normal
Seat cooling padCP08

moc.sulpcapmKorea@moc.sulpcapm.www

Seat cooling pad

TPU, Refrigerant

CP08

250 X 360mm

230g

Blue Black

• Features

- It cools chair & hips without ice or fan

- Cooling gel: Special refrigerant freezed below 28℃(82°F)

- Non-toxic TPU material that does not irritate the skin
  with strong durability

- Tight structure: Minimize cooling gel tilt, Gels are always
  evenly shaped for ease to use

- Meticulous sewing lines: Usable semi-permanently
  without tearing or breakage

- Freezing time: 30 minutes under 28℃(82°F), 
  In cool water: about 1~2minutes
  In refrigerator: about 10~15minutes

- Cooling time: 1 hours

- Usable on all kinds of chairs, carseats, beds, even for
  dogs and cats

Manufacturing country

Material

Manufacturer

Size

Weight

South Korea

mpacplus Co., Ltd.

Seat cooling pad



엠팩가드 오리지널
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• Features

• Details

Wearable air freshener and insect repellent for outdoor activities
Air freshener, Mosquito repellent R60 B60

moc.sulpcapmmoc.sulpcapm.www korea@

Guard Original

PVC, TPU

Red Blue

- Wearable air freshener for outdoor activities

- Duration time of effect: 60 days

- Waterproofed and usable when playing in the water

- 100% Natural aroma of citronella oil

- Clip type that can be inserted in various clothes, shoes, bags, etc.

- Compliance with the safety standards of hazardous products

B60R60

38.5 X 52 X 11mm 41.5 X 45 X 11.4mm

9.1g

Manufacturing country

Material

Manufacturer

Size

Weight

South Korea

mpacplus Co., Ltd.
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• Features

• Details

Wearable air freshener and insect repellent for outdoor activities
Air freshener, Mosquito repellentPA60

moc.sulpcapmkorea@moc.sulpcapm.www

Pola Angel Clip
- Wearable air freshener for outdoor activities

- Duration time of effect: 60 days

- Waterproofed and usable when playing in the water

- 100% Natural aroma of citronella oil

- Clip type that can be inserted in various clothes, shoes, bags, etc.

- Compliance with the safety standards of hazardous products

PVC, TPU

PA60

10g

38 X 38 X 19mm

SealPolar bearPenguin

Manufacturing country

Material

Manufacturer

Size

Weight

South Korea

mpacplus Co., Ltd.
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Soft Fit maskSF6
dtl,.oCsulpcapm

dtl,.oCsulpcapm

• 

moc.sulpcapmkorea@moc.sulpcapm.wwwLight, soft, stylish fashion mask
Soft Fit maskSF6

• Features
- Available in all seasons, light and soft to wear

- Manufacturing in Korea and made of eco-friendly TPU material
  used in makeup puffs

- 3D solid design:  Secures breathing space for comfortable breathing

- Ergonomically design: Tight to the face contour line to prevent
  harmful substances get through

- Excellent elasticity: No earpain during wearing for long time

- 1.5mm slim design and 6g light weight

- Quickly dry to maintain comfortable

- Reusable and economical

- Neat and stylish design with no sewing line

• Certifications (National accreditation testing laboratory)
- [Skin irritating test(erythema, edema, papule)]
   Negative result(no irritating to skin)

- [Common safety standard for children's product] Passed

- [Antibacterial test] Pneumobacillus ,Staphylococcus aureus 99.9% reduced

- [UV Protection test] UPF 50+, Protection rate of 99.9%

- [Deodorizing effect test]
   Deodorizing rate 86% that effectively remove mask unpleasant odors

- [Liquid resistance test]
   Waterproof function can block saliva drops

Soft Fit mask

dtl,.oCsulpcapm

SOFT

• Details

Manufacturing country South Korea

PolyurethaneMaterial

Manufacturer mpacplus Co., Ltd.

Size(mm)

Weight(g)

Black White

256 X 93

3.5

XXS XS

298 X 113

4.5

S

320 X 119

5

M

338 X 119

5.5

L

360 X 122

6

dtl,.oCsulpcapm

• 



324 X 120 mm

5g

S L

370 X 135 mm

6g

dtl,.oCsulpcapm

• 

moc.sulpcapmkorea@moc.sulpcapm.wwwSoft, cozy, stylish fashion mask
Comfort Fit maskCF6

Comfort Fit mask

dtl,.oCsulpcapm

SOFT

Black Brown

• 

• Certifications (National accreditation testing laboratory)
- [Skin irritating test(erythema, edema, papule)]
   Negative result(no irritating to skin)

- [Common safety standard for children's product] Passed

- [Antibacterial test] Pneumobacillus ,Staphylococcus aureus 99.9% reduced

- [UV Protection test] UPF 50+, Protection rate of 99.9%

- [Deodorizing effect test]
   Deodorizing rate 86% that effectively remove mask unpleasant odors

- [Liquid resistance test]
   Waterproof function can block saliva drops

• Features
- Comfortable and fluffy with thick fabric

- Manufacturing in Korea and made of eco-friendly TPU material
  used in makeup puffs

- 3D solid design:  Secures breathing space for comfortable breathing

- Ergonomically design: Tight to the face contour line to prevent
  harmful substances get through

- Excellent elasticity: No earpain during wearing for long time

- Hardness of the material is firm, mask fit is maintained
  even when breathing hard

- Quickly dry to maintain comfortable

- Reusable and economical

- Neat and stylish design with no sewing line

Details

Manufacturing country

Material

Manufacturer

Size(mm)

Weight(g)

M

348 X 129 mm

5.5g

South Korea

Polyurethane

mpacplus Co., Ltd.
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• 

moc.sulpcapm.www moc.sulpcapmkorea@Sports mask that combined with reqular mask and inner mask
Active Fit maskAF6

• Features
- A combination of regular and inner mask that is sturdy
  and excellent durability

- Manufacturing in Korea and made of eco-friendly TPU material
  used in makeup puffs

- Air pocket patent technology: Secures breathing space for comfortable
  breathing, prevent eyeglasses fogging

- Ergonomically design: Tight to the face contour line to prevent
  harmful substances get through

- Excellent elasticity: No earpain during wearing for long time

- Quickly dry to maintain comfortable/ Reusable, economical

- Does not stick to the mask even with hard breathing.
   Useful for indoor and outdoor sports, talk a lot services and medical staff.

• Certifications (National accreditation testing laboratory)
- [Skin irritating test(erythema, edema, papule)]
   Negative result(no irritating to skin)

- [Common safety standard for children's product] Passed

- [Antibacterial test] Pneumobacillus ,Staphylococcus aureus 99.9% reduced

- [UV Protection test] UPF 50+, Protection rate of 99.9%

- [Deodorizing effect test]
   Deodorizing rate 86% that effectively remove mask unpleasant odors

- [Liquid resistance test]
   Waterproof function can block saliva drops

Active Fit mask

dtl,.oCsulpcapm

SOFT

S M

White&WhiteBlack&Beige

• Details

South KoreaManufacturing country

PolyurethaneMaterial

mpacplus Co., Ltd.Manufacturer

324 X 120 mm 348 X 129 mmSize(mm)

5g 5.5gWeight(g)
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Cover along the skin softly, comfortable breathing
Innersum care maskIS5

Innersum care mask
• Features
- Wear able inside rough disposable masks to cover around the
   skin softly and prevent skin trouble

- Air pocket patent technology: Secures breathing space for comfortable
  breathing, prevent eyeglasses fogging 

- Manufacturing in Korea and made of eco-friendly PU material
   used in makeup puffs

- Excellent elasticity: No earpain during wearing for long time

- Effect keeping the skin warm

- Reusable and economical

- Applicable for all KF80, KF94, cotton masks etc

• Certifications (National accreditation testing laboratory)

- [Skin irritating test(erythema, edema, papule)]
   Negative result(no irritating to skin)

- [Common safety standard for children's product] Passed

- [Antibacterial test] Pneumobacillus ,Staphylococcus aureus 99.9% reduced

- [UV Protection test] UPF 50+, Protection rate of 99.9%

- [Deodorizing effect test] 
   Deodorizing rate 86% that effectively remove mask unpleasant odors

Manufacturing country South Korea

PolyurethaneMaterial 

Manufacturer mpacplus Co., Ltd.

IS5

Size 338 X 119mm

Weight 5.5g

White

• Details

SOFT

• Features
- Wear able inside rough disposable masks to cover around the
   skin softly and prevent skin trouble
- Manufacturing in Korea and made of eco-freiendly PU material
   used in makeup puffs
- The nose folding line patent technology prevents nose part
   slip down and mist over
- Made of two fold, soft and durable that prevents snap

- Eco-friendly and economical by reusing it more than 100 time
   because it does not deform after washing
- Fold the mask in half along the nose folding line
   for hygienic storage
- Applicable for all KF80, KF94, cotton masks etc

- Convenient mask storage with storage pouch



Polyurethane

moc.sulpcapminfo@moc.sulpcapm.www
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dtl,.oCsulpcapm
Cover along the skin softly, prevent skin trouble

Inner skin maskIN5

Inner skin mask

IN5

186 X 135mm

6g

Beige Black White

• Details

SOFT

• Features
- Wearable inside a rough disposable mask, gently wraps the
   skin to prevent skin troubles
- Manufactured from the fabric used for Ruby cell puff
- Patented Nose Fold Line Technology:  Function to prevent
   loosening of the nose of the mask and fogging of the glasses
- Made in two layers, so it is soft and durable to prevent
   breakage of the string.
- Reusable more than 100 times, so eco-friendly and
   economical and no deformation after washing
- Hygienic storage by folding the mask in half along
   the nose fold line
- Can be used for KF80, KF94, dental and cotton masks

- Zip bag pouch provided for mask storage

• Certifications (National accreditation testing laboratory)

- [Skin irritating test(erythema, edema, papule)]
   Negative result(no irritating to skin)

- [Common safety standard for children's product] Passed

- [Antibacterial test] Pneumobacillus ,Staphylococcus aureus 99.9% reduced

- [UV Protection test] UPF 50+, Protection rate of 99.9%

- [Deodorizing effect test] 
   Deodorizing rate 86% that effectively remove mask unpleasant odors

Manufacturing country

Material 

Manufacturer

Size

Weight

South Korea

mpacplus Co., Ltd.
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Comfortable to wear, Prevention of loss and pollution
Mask StrapST4

Mask Strap

Manufacturing country South Korea

TPU(Strap), PE(Snap button)Material

Manufacturer mpacplus Co., Ltd

ST4

Size 13 X 730mm

Weight 3.5g

화이트블랙 블루 핑크

-  Eco-friendly polyurethane film material that strong
    and no skin irritation

-  Straps are hygienic because no contaminants are ingrained

-  Provides ease of use for snap buttons

-  Easy to wash, dry quickly

-  0.3mm ultra thin type, sleek design

-  3.5g light weight to provide good fit

-  Various colors, made in Korea

• Features

•  Details



• Microcell silicone puff

Distributed cosmetics
in the cells

microcells���㎛
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• • 

moc.sulpcapmmoc.sulpcapm.www�,��� microcells help fast adhesion and good coverage
Microcell makeup puffD500

• Features

• Details

Filler(100% Silicone), Cover film(Polyurethane)

Orange Peach

- Embossing microcells spread foundation thinly on skin
  and help fast adhesion

- Hygienic because cosmetics are not absorbed into the puff

- Simply washable with a wet tissue or running water

- Cosmetics consumption: About 1/3 of sponge puffs

- Available for all creamy cosmetics

- Can be used for a relatively long time

- Retouch-makeup is possible

- Includes a storage case for storing the product

PeachOrange

58 X 58 X 5mm 53 X 52 X 5mm

12g 11g

• Existing silicone puff

Blobs of cosmetics

Microcell puff

Manufacturing country

Material

Manufacturer

Size

Weight

South Korea

mpacplus Co., Ltd.

Forget the existing puffs!
‘MICROCELL’ helps cosmetics to be

applied on your skin fast without clumping

Check
MICROCELL!

 Silicone puff 1ea

Forget the existing puffs!

‘MICROCELL’ helps cosmetics to be
applied on your skin fast without clumping

Check
MICROCELL!

 Silicone puff 1ea

korea@
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• • 기존 실리콘 퍼프

moc.sulpcapmmoc.sulpcapm.www korea@Easily remove the smell from your shoes for �� days
Shoe deodorantFL90

Foot patch

TPU, PET

63x30mm

1.8g

FL90

• Features

• Details

- The effect of removing odors from the shoes and removing fungi

- There is no foreign material because it attaches to
  the upper part of the shoe

- Available for all shoes, including sneakers, work shoes,
   sports shoes, boots, etc.

- 100% natural and safe to use

- Duration time of effect: 90 day

- Component Effects and Safety Certification

Patchouli

Thyme

Eucalyptus

Manufacturing country

Material

Manufacturer

Size

Weight

South Korea

mpacplus Co., Ltd.

Antibacterial
protect film

(remove)

Attached side
protect film(remove)

Antibacterial
patch (use)

Attach to
the top

in the shoe

Lats for
about

    days Foot patch

Attach to the
top in the shoe!

Shoe deodorant patch! Stop odor!

KR patent application no. 10-2015-0134993
                                           10-2015-0190511
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• • 

Available as a hand mirror and provides convenience in daily life
Smartphone attach mirror2X

moc.sulpcapmmoc.sulpcapm.www korea@

• Features

• Details

55 X 50 mm

7.1g

Chick Apple

47.5 X 55 mm

6.7g

Owl

48 X 63 mm

6g

Pineapple

44 X 69 mm

8.9g

Mirror

Chick Apple Owl Pineapple

- Can be attached to the back of smartphone for
   decoration and hand mirror

- Lighter than a regular portable mirror

- No stickiness left when removed after use

- If adhesion is lost, wipe it with water and dry it

PVC, TPU

Manufacturing country

Material

Manufacturer

Size

Weight

South Korea

mpacplus Co., Ltd.
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• Features

• Details

Easy and convenient vent type
Car air freshener&Smartphone holderALOY

moc.sulpcapmmoc.sulpcapm.www korea@

PC, ABS

Black White

ALOY

42 X 58 X 40mm

27g

- Smartphone holder and air freshener with good
   design and practicality

- Can be mounted on the air vent, making it easy
   to secure the front view

- Easily detachable

- Adhesive pad: securely hold your smartphone

- One capsule lasts for 30 days

- Compliance with the safety standards of hazardous products

- Capsule: Lavender, Raspberry, Citrus woody

Manufacturing country

Material

Manufacturer

Size

Weight

South Korea

mpacplus Co., Ltd.
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• Features

• Details

Wearable air freshener and insect repellent for outdoor activities
Adult mosquito repellent wristband PW450

moc.sulpcapmmoc.sulpcapm.www korea@

PVC, TPU

- Wearable air freshener for outdoor activities

- Duration time of effect: 45 days

- Waterproofed and usable when playing in the water

- 100% Natural aroma of Citronella oil

- Easy to wear band type

- Compliance with the safety standards of hazardous products

PW450

27 X 250 X 8mm

10g

YellowNavy Mint White

Manufacturing country

Material

Manufacturer

Size

Weight

South Korea

mpacplus Co., Ltd.
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• Features

• Details

Wearable air freshener and insect repellent for outdoor activities
Child mosquito repellent wristband , strapKS451 452

moc.sulpcapmmoc.sulpcapm.www korea@

PVC, TPU

- Wearable air freshener for outdoor activities

- Duration time of effect: 45 days

- Waterproofed and usable when playing in the water

- 100% Natural aroma of Citronella oil

- Easy to wear band type / strap type

- Reflective strap prevents night accidents(Strap type)

- Compliance with the safety standards of hazardous products

KS452KS451

49 X 204 X 15mm 45 X 201 X 15mm

16.6g 17.5g

Band type

Strap type

Ravi Dino Pani Tigo Cami

Manufacturing country

Material

Manufacturer

Size

Weight

South Korea

mpacplus Co., Ltd.


